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Software Build Systems: Principles and ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2011

	Are you a software developer? Are you interested in how build systems work?
	You’re reading this book; so there’s a good chance you answered “Yes” to both
	questions. On the other hand, many software developers aren’t interested in
	how their program is compiled. Most people just want to press a button and...
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LINUX in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
Linux in a Nutshell covers the core commands available on common Linux distributions. This isn't a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, but a complete reference to all user, programming, administration, and networking commands with complete lists of options. 
 
Contents also include: 


...
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Biostatistical Design and Analysis Using RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	R is a powerful and flexible statistical and graphical environment that is freely distributed under the GNU Public Licencea for all major computing platforms (Windows, MacOSX and Linux). This open source licence along with a relatively simple scripting syntax has promoted diverse and rapid evolution and contribution. As the broader scientific...
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Raspberry Pi Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Computer expert or enthusiast, this cookbook will help you use your Raspberry Pi to enhance your existing network. From sharing media across devices to deploying your own web portal, you'll be amazed at what can be achieved.

	
		Overview

		
			Learn how to install, administer, and maintain your...
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Professional Linux Programming (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
 As Linux continues to grow in popularity, there has never been more of a need to understand how to develop for this platform. Rather than focusing on a particular language or development technique, Professional Linux Programming looks at the different development environments within Linux—the kernel, the desktop, and the web—and...
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Programming in Objective-C, Third Edition (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Dennis Ritchie at AT&T Bell Laboratories pioneered the C programming language in
	the early 1970s. However, this programming language did not begin to gain widespread
	popularity and support until the late 1970s.This was because, until that time, C compilers
	were not readily available for commercial use outside of Bell Laboratories....
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Data Clustering in C++: An Object-Oriented Approach (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2011


	Data clustering is a highly interdisciplinary field whose goal is to divide a

	set of objects into homogeneous groups such that objects in the same group

	are similar and objects in different groups are quite distinct. Thousands of

	papers and a number of books on data clustering have been published over

	the past 50 years....
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Distributed Services with OpenAFS: for Enterprise and EducationSpringer, 2007
This book shows in detail how to build enterprise-level secure,redundant, and highly scalable services from scratch on top of theopen source Linux operating system, suitable for small companies aswell as big universities. The core architecture presented is based onKerberos, LDAP, AFS, and Samba. It is shown how to integrate web,message related,...
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Data Science at the Command Line: Facing the Future with Time-Tested ToolsO'Reilly, 2014

	Data science is an exciting field to work in. It’s also still very young. Unfortunately, many people, and especially companies, believe that you need new technology in order to tackle the problems posed by data science. However, as this book demonstrates, many things can be accomplished by using the command line instead, and sometimes...
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Pro Bash Programming, Second Edition: Scripting the GNU/Linux ShellApress, 2015

	Pro Bash Programming teaches you how to effectively utilize the Bash shell in your programming. The Bash shell is a complete programming language, not merely a glue to combine external Linux commands. By taking full advantage of Shell internals, Shell programs can perform as snappily as utilities written in C or other compiled...
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Beginning C, 5th EditionApress, 2013

	Beginning C, 5th Edition teaches you how to program using the widely-available C language. You'll begin from first-principles and progress through step-by-step examples to become a competent, C-language programmer. All you need are this book and any of the widely available free or commercial C or C++ compilers, and...
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Real World OCaml: Functional programming for the massesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This fast-moving tutorial introduces you to OCaml, an industrial-strength programming language designed for expressiveness, safety, and speed. Through the book’s many examples, you’ll quickly learn how OCaml stands out as a tool for writing fast, succinct, and readable systems code.

	
		Real World OCaml takes you...
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